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SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
For the Financial Year Ended 30 June 2020 (FY2020), Uzma’s endeavours in the area of sustainability were significantly impacted
by the Group’s efforts to refocus available resources to manage the impacts of a protracted COVID-19 pandemic. In light of the
multifaceted impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was necessary to adapt Uzma’s approach to sustainability in order to ensure the
continuity of programmes and initiatives that were in place to address our material sustainability factors.
Uzma delegated the function of sustainability management to the relevant operations and departments which had oversight
over ongoing programmes and initiatives that honed in on specific material factors related to Economic, Environment and Social
sustainability. These included departments such as the People Division, Quality and Health Safety and Environment (QHSE), Business
Development, Procurement, Finance and Legal.

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
For FY2020, Uzma has included a new stakeholder in our stakeholder prioritisation matrix from the previous year, in terms of the
interdependent relationships between our stakeholders and our business operations. This take into account our priorities in terms of
effective and timely communications with our stakeholders on all aspects of our operations and activities that materially impact them.

STAKEHOLDER PRIORITASATION
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Based on our stakeholder prioritisation, the following stakeholder engagements were conducted in FY2020.

DEPENDENCE
LEVEL

INFLUENCE
LEVEL

HIGH

HIGH

Employees
(Uzmarians)

HIGH

HIGH

The Board

ENGAGEMENT IN
FY2020

STAKEHOLDERS

• Employee Engagement Survey 2020: “Pulse Check” conducted in June
2020 to follow up from the last annual full scope EES survey in FY2019 with
the result score of 54% compared to the Energy Industry Average of 62%
• From the “Pulse Check” conducted, overall response on improvement in
terms of employee engagement levels was at 77%
• Annual town hall meetings, along with quarterly mini town halls
• Meet up with Uzma Young Professionals
• Head of Department (“HOD”) engagement sessions
• “Leaders on Board” Programme
• Internal quarterly newsletter publication, “NOCONSTRAINTS”
• Quarterly uzmaGRIT awards
• Personal Performance Appraisal (“PPA”) and Key Performance Indicators
(“KPI”) goal setting sessions
• Quarterly Board of Directors and Audit Committee Meeting
• One Special Board of Directors and Audit Committee Meeting in FY2020
• One Nomination and Remuneration Committee Meeting in FY2020
• General updates via e-mails and digital platforms on Board members
training and Listing Requirements
• Review and approvals of Circular Resolutions as per the Limits of Authority
(“LOA”)
• Training on Anti-Bribery Framework and Policies
• Review of KPI achievements and financial performance results
• Deliberation of proposal papers

HIGH

HIGH

Clients

• Sales initiation, new product introduction, market survey submission,
Invitation-To-Bid (ITB) participation
• Client site visit, regular project reporting, interval Service Quality Meeting
session (SQM), customer survey form submission
• Joint-hosted QHSE events and campaigns
• Industry exhibitions, forums and conferences participation
• Uzma press releases
• Uzma website, LinkedIn and Instagram updates

HIGH

HIGH

Investors/
Shareholders

• Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) conducted in line with COVID-19 Standard
Operating Procedures (“SOPs”)
• Scheduled sessions with investors above internal threshold of shareholdings
• Announcement of financial results and other material matters on Bursa
Malaysia’s platform
• Press releases on material contract wins and other material matters
• Attended to queries by investors and shareholders in a timely manner
utilising digital and social media platforms
• Quarterly results briefings as well as regular ad hoc engagements via email,
virtual and face to face meetings and phone conversations

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

Lenders

Supply Chain

•
•
•
•
•

Monthly updates on project performance
Quarterly review financial results
Scheduled sessions with lenders on funding requirements
Virtual and face-to-face meetings and phone conversations
Continuously attended to queries by lenders

• Vendor Performance Evaluation
• Enhancement of contract terms and conditions

LOW

HIGH

Local
Community

• Uzma acted as one of the committee members in the community’s
Empire Damansara Joint Management Body (“EDJMB”) in governing the
community
• Various Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) initiatives

LOW

LOW

HIGH

LOW

Authority,
Analyst/
Media
NGO

• Press releases and media updates
• Publication of Anti-Bribery and Whistleblowing Policy on the company
website
• Allowing online access to related information upon request. No requests
were received in FY2020
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SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS
In operationalising our sustainability agenda, we take into account Economic, Environmental and Social Matters. Our Sustainability
Aspects guide us in the sustainability programmes we undertake, as conducted through our ongoing engagements. Our sustainability
initiatives reflect matters of material importance to our base of stakeholders, that play an important role in determining their opinion
of Uzma.

SUSTAINABILITY
MATTERS

ECONOMIC

What It Means to Us

Economic impacts on our
stakeholders, at organisational and
national level

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Environmental impacts pertaining
to our surrounding environment,
as influenced by Uzma’s operational
footprint

Socio-economic impacts on the
communities surrounding our areas of
operations, both within Malaysia and
other regions

• Compliance to environmental legal
requirements
Sustainability Aspects

• Procurement Practices

• Energy Management

• Health & Safety Performance

• Cost Saving

• Water Management

• Employee Engagement

• Indirect Economic Contributions

• Paper Management

• Employee Recognition

• Project Execution and Delivery
Management

• Waste Management

• Employee Diversity

• Employee Awareness Programme

• Employee Performance
Management
• Training and Development
• Internships
• Grievance Mechanisms
• Employee Benefits and
Compensation
• Vendor Development Programme
• Customer Programmes and Surveys
• CSR Activities

CREATING ECONOMIC VALUE
Uzma’s efforts to create direct and indirect economic value for both our stakeholders and the nation form the basis of our Economic
sustainability initiatives. In FY2020, our focus was on deriving cost savings to create value for our shareholders and investors and
ensuring the continuity of our procurement practices by appointing local suppliers and vendors, as well as contributing to the
advancement of Bumiputera suppliers and vendors in our efforts to assist local SMEs navigate the challenging business landscape
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. We continued to contribute to the sustenance of Malaysia’s socio-economic development
through our indirect economic contributions which were primarily in the form of employees’ household income, above minimum
wage group and taxes paid to tax authorities.

PROCUREMENT
For FY2020, Uzma’s focus was on sustainable procurement practices, in line with minimising our risks and exposure to the impacts of
the COVID-19 crisis, whilst at the same time ensuring the continuity of business relationships that support our base of vendors and
suppliers. As the Government implemented further regulations and mandated Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to contain the
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, Uzma’s priority was to ensure full and strict compliance with all the relevant environmental and
social legislation. This was extended to Uzma ensuring that our vendors were also in compliance with said regulations and SOPs, thus
adopting a collective approach to mitigate risks associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.
Furthermore, initiatives were implemented to control our costs by adopting a wider approach to whole life costing. At the same time,
we worked collaboratively with our vendors, suppliers and partners to create and tap into markets for new products and services. We
also focused on waste reduction and improvement of resource efficiency initiatives with our vendors.
Overall, our approach has enhanced consumers’ perception of the Uzma brand, and given us a competitive advantage in the
marketplace. It has also facilitated both Uzma and our partners access to capital funds, as well as, potential increase in equity valuation
in the longer term.
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The mainstay of our procurement practices in FY2020 is outlined in the table below.

INITIATIVE

ECONOMIC

Vendor Registration
Questionnaires (VRQ)

• Pre-assessment of vendor before qualifying vendor in the Approved Vendor List (AVL)

Code of Business Ethics /
Integrity Pack

• Declaration from vendor as an essential criteria to quality as AVL
• Factors taken into consideration include vendor practices with regards to human trafficking, child
labour and anti-bribery policies
• Aimed at taking into account the economic cost of disruptions to practice sustainable procurement
measures

Vendor Preferred Programme
(VPP)

• In line with Uzma’s strategic sourcing practice, price agreements were made with vendors in their
best category of supply
• As at the end of FY2020, a total of 13 Letters of Preferred Vendors have been issued which locked in
price agreements, and continuously working for closure with more vendors
• This provides Uzma with a sustainable and competitive supply chain endeavours, while vendors can
look forward to more stable operations based on reliable and continuous purchases from Uzma

Cost Reduction

• Collaborations and/or negotiations with vendors and suppliers to obtain reduction in total cost of
ownership as a result of across the board reductions in energy costs, over-specification, consumption
and social and environmental costs

Vendor Evaluation

• Re-evaluation of vendor performance based on identified sustainability criteria

OUR BASE OF VENDORS
NUMBER OF PURCHASE
ORDERS

84%

16%

Local
Overseas

NUMBER
OF ACTIVE
VENDORS

NUMBER OF
PURCHASE
ORDERS

Local

565

2,489

Overseas

144

480

Total

709

2,969

STRATEGIC
VENDORS

NUMBER OF
VENDORS
Local
Overseas

ACTIVE

80%

20%
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COST SAVINGS
In response to the adverse economic and business impacts that the COVID-19 pandemic had on our business, Uzma sought to
create sustainable value for our shareholders and investors through a focused cost savings programme. This approach was effected
throughout all our business operations. While we generated immediate returns on our efforts which enabled us to sustain our business
operations, we believe our approach has also augmented our long-term business sustainability.

INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
We have maintained our growth and expansion efforts to ensure robust revenue streams in our endeavours to create long-term value
for our investors and shareholders. As a consequence of the revenue achieved, we have contributed to the national economy, through
the salaries and benefits we pay our employees throughout our regional footprint that amounted to RM94.3 million, and the taxes
we paid to the tax authorities that amounted to RM10.3 million, as well as the zakat contributions of RM1.2 million. Furthermore, our
supply chain relationships contribute to the development and growth of local SMEs, with a total payment of RM203 million made to
all suppliers.

CREATING ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE
As a responsible O&G company, we believe in minimising the impact of our business operations to the environment. Our key initiatives
to reduce our carbon footprint comprise the following:

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Towards managing our energy consumption, we have changed our lighting fixtures from fluorescent lights to energy efficient
LED lights. This has reduced our electricity consumption by between 25% to 80%, and lasts between three to five times longer
than ordinary light bulbs.

WATER CONSUMPTION MANAGEMENT
All water leakages are reported through the online Hazard Identification Report (“HIR”) or by directly contacting the building’s
maintenance service department. All incidents highlighted are attended to within four hours.
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PAPER CONSUMPTION MANAGEMENT
To reduce the use of paper at all our offices, we encourage our staff to conduct online meetings as much as possible. Digital
presentations are conducted without the need for printed handouts, while the review and approvals of documents are done
online. All requests for paper are monitored, with a representative from each department who is tasked with ensuring that
paper is not used unnecessarily. Additionally, we monitor the printing of documents, and restrict the amount of printing usage
for each employee. This is to ensure that the printing of hardcopies of documents are only done when absolutely necessary.
Not only that, all purchase order documents are created and issued as digital copies.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Recycle waste bins are located at all our premises to encourage employees to practice recycling by segregating waste into
paper, glass and plastic. Within all of our O&G operations, returned decanting drums are either reused or recycled instead of
being disposed of in order to reduce our operations’ impact on the environment. We also ensure that our operations’ waste,
which falls under the scheduled waste category, are disposed of in adherence to the requirements of the Environmental
Quality (Schedule Wastes) Regulations 2005.

STAFF ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PROGRAMME
We regularly share information pertaining to the environment to educate our employees on how they can contribute towards
reducing Uzma’s carbon footprint through their own efforts at the workplace. Regular reminders such as infographic posters
and e-mails on how they can save on the use of electricity by setting the optimal air-conditioning temperature, switching off
unused electrical equipment and appliances, and support the utilisation of single-use plastics are sent out to all Uzmarians.

CREATING SOCIAL VALUE
HEALTH AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE
As one of the five core pillars of the uzmaWAY, Health and Safety forms the core foundations of our operational excellence. In FY2020,
despite the health challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, our robust HSE governance and management practices
enabled the continuity of our business operations in line with the regulatory measures and SOPs announced by the Government to
stem the spread of the pandemic.
All our new employees go through an Induction Session and introduced to the uzmaWAY as soon as they are hired to ensure that
they share the same values as Uzma on upholding our health and safety commitments. Complementing this is uzmaSAFE which
encapsulates our Corporate Safety Rules.
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uzmaSAFE is comprised of the following key HSE elements for each and every one of our employees:

Follows sites/hosts safety rules wherever you are
Never override or disable safety critical equipment (“SCE”) without authorisation
Adhere to and practice Permit to Work (“PTW”) and Job Safety Analysis/Job Hazard Analysis (“JSA/JHA”)
Beware of hazards, energy, radiation, fire, electrical, chemical, suspended load, pinch points, sharp objects, slips, trips and falls
Use proper personal protective equipment (“PPE”) and tools
Do not bring ignition sources and do not smoke at non-designated smoking areas
Follow traffic rules and the speed limit, buckle up, do not use handphones while driving
Apply Stop Work Policy as and when required

Throughout FY2020, we conducted HSE programmes that were aligned with our HSE culture. The HSE Committee, comprising of top
management as well as middle management and employee representatives, bears responsibility for all HSE-related risk management.
In FY2020, the HSE Committee worked closely with the BCP team to ensure that all HSE practices were strictly adhered to in line with
mitigating COVID-19 related risks on our employees and other stakeholders.
We utilise Hazard Identification (“HAZID”) or Hazard Identification Risk Assessment and Determination of Control (“HIRADC”) to
develop project level Risk Registers. Our process involves conducting workshops to identify risks, analyse these and find the best
means possible to mitigate them in line with our As Low As Reasonable Practicable (“ALARP”) approach.

HEIGHTENED SAFETY AWARENESS CULTURE
In FY2020, our corporate HSE agenda was firmly focused on mitigating and minimising the health and safety impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic in addition to the usual health safety risks associated with our operations. We maintained continuous engagements with
all our employees, reiterating the need to maintain high levels of safety awareness and compliance as the foundations of an excellent
workplace safety culture. We extended the reach of our HSE programmes throughout our value chain, as part of our quest to instil the
highest levels of safety awareness amongst all stakeholders.

HSE COMPLIANCE THROUGHOUT ALL PROJECTS
In FY2020, we ensured strict compliance with all prevalent health and safety regulations, clients’ safety requirements, as well as
those related to the COVID-19 SOPs. Regular reviews were conducted in line with legal and contractual requirements at both project
and corporate levels by specialised and certified Safety and Health Officers (“SHOs”). Uzma’s internal auditors also conducted a
series of internal audits in line with our FY2020 audit plan, to ensure adherence to the Occupational Health and Safety Management
System (“OHSMS”) ISO45001 as well as Uzma’s Integrated Management System (“IMS”). We recorded 100% compliance with all safety
regulations and requirements in FY2020.

ENSURING THE SAFETY OF OUR FRONT LINERS
FY2020 was a particularly challenging year as we continued with our operations throughout the Movement Control Order (“MCO”)
period as an essential services business. With the COVID-19 pandemic, our front liners comprising our crew working at our offshore
and onshore sites faced far greater health and safety risks than previous years. Thus, our priority in FY2020 was to ensure that we
continuously communicated with our various crews to update them on our health and safety procedures and keep them safe. The
Uzma management team continued to champion health and safety amongst our employees, underlining our strong commitment
from the top to instil high standards of health and safety awareness amongst all Uzmarians.
Our front liner engagements were recorded in our HSE Engagement Report (“HERO”), and demonstrated our continuous efforts to
promote awareness and practice of the Safety Rules which incorporated both our clients’ and Uzma’s criteria on health and safety.
The mainstay of our efforts comprised of safety awareness campaigns, feedback sessions and publishing an ongoing industry safety
bulletin.
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In FY2020, we maintained strict and full compliance with the following safety regulations:
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1994 and its Regulations
Petroleum (Safety Measures) Act 1984
Environmental Quality Act 1974
Atomic Energy Licensing Act 1984
Factories and Machinery Act 1967
Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1984

PRO-ACTIVELY IDENTIFYING HAZARDS
We maintained our pro-active approach in our hazard identification programme which encourages all Uzmarians to voluntarily assist
the Group to identify hazards and safety threats. Our employees contributed to the identification of hazards through the following
channels:
Hazard Identification Report (“HIR”) for all office-based staff; and
Unsafe Conditions, Unsafe Acts (“UCUA”) reports for offshore and worksite-based crew

Throughout FY2020, our people worked closely with the company to identify potential hazards and safety risks, which played an
important role in ensuring the overall safety of all our operations. With the HIR programme available online through the uzmaHSE
(“UHSE”) portal, all employees were able to submit reports on hazards they had identified at their own convenience and in adherence
to social distancing requirements. We also maintained other HIR submission channels, namely hardcopy and email submissions.
In FY2020, we received a total of 5,597 HIR submissions, compared to 1,085 HIR submissions in FY2019 from our office-based
employees. Our offshore crew forwarded a total of 57,666 UCUA submissions in FY2020, compared to 45,090 UCUA in FY2019.

ENSURING SAFETY VIA UZMASAFE
Uzma’s Health and Safety Policy is governed by a Stop Work Obligation and Substance Abuse Statement which requires compliance
from all our employees as well as our vendors and suppliers. We practice zero tolerance and strict consequence management with
regards to any non-compliance with uzmaSAFE. In FY2020, we recorded 100% compliance with uzmaSAFE.

HSE PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED IN FY2020
Throughout the year, we conducted the following HSE programmes within all our business subsidiaries, divisions and departments.

PROGRAMME

DATE

Safety Day

8 July 2019

Celebration of 3 Million Manhours without LTI

25 July 2019

HSE Summit 2019

26 – 28 July 2019

New Hire Induction and Behavioural Based Safety Programme (“BBS”) 2019

August 2019

Health Monitoring and Blood Test

August 2019

Closing Ceremony for Workplace Accident Free Week (“WEFEW”)

15 August 2019

Safety Stand Down on Safe Eye Focus

26 August 2019

PCSB Respect and Care – Train the Trainer

5 September 2019

Firefighting and Chemical Spill Training

12 September 2019

Emergency Drill

23 September 2019

Noise New Regulation Conference/Training

16 October 2019
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HSE PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED IN FY2020 (CONT’D)
PROGRAMME

DATE

Nippon Site Visit at Labuan Plant

25 October 2019

MPM Monsoon Campaign

25 October 2019

Blood Donation and Health Screening

25 October 2019

ZIZA Monsoon Campaign

13 November 2019

Random Urine Drug Alcohol Test

21 November 2019

Emergency Drill

23 September 2019

New Hire Induction and Behavioural Based Safety Programme (BBS) 2019

November 2019

Training on Management of Chemical and Chemical’s Lab Waste

1 November 2019

Seminar Fire Risk Management by BOMBA

4 November 2019

Outstanding Award for the Audit conducted by the Department of Occupational Safety and Health, Ministry
of Human Resources

13 November 2019

i-care visit from SKO Top Management

14 November 2019

Wells P&A Annual HSE Conference and Forum

18 November 2019

EnQuest Contractor HSE Forum

19 November 2019

PCSB Sabah Service Provider Management Forum

25 November 2019

KSB Plan Inspection

26 November 2019

PCSB Sarawak Top Management HSE Session

27 November 2019

SHELL Site Inspection Visit

29 November 2019

Management Visit

29 November 2019

Bi-monthly PCSB Wells HSE Engagement

4 December 2019

Emergency Drill

20 December 2019

Crazy Feet 10,000 Steps 2020
New Hire Induction and BBS 2020

Ongoing since January 2020
January 2020

Health Awareness Campaign

15 – 17 January 2020

QHSE Away Day

17 – 19 January 2020

Health Monitoring and Blood Test

February 2020

New Hire Induction and BBS 2020

March 2020

SIRIM ISO14001 Surveillance Aufit and ISO45001 Upgrading Audit
Celebration of 1 Million Manhours without LTI and HSE Day

Throughout June 2020
June 2020

EnQuest Contract Baseline Audit

21 June 2020

Emergency Drill

26 June 2020
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OUR HSE INDICATORS

INDICATOR

FY2020

FY2019

FY2018

Reported Near Misses

15 cases

2 cases

2 cases

88%

97.19%

97%

354 meetings

133 meetings

63 visits

41 visits

58 visits

998 inspections

656 inspections

194 inspections

155 drills

123 drills

87 drills

1

0

0

241 days

941 days

576 days

1,506,821
manhours

4,549,522
manhours

2,453,020
manhours

First Aid Cases (“FAC”)

6

4

3

Medical Treatment Cases
(“MTC”)

0

0

0

HSE Plan Execution
Site HSE Meetings
Site Management Visits
Site HSE Inspections
Operational Drills
(“Emergency Fire”)
Loss Time Incident (“LTI”)
Cumulative LTI-free
Days
LTI-free Manhours

172 meetings

In FY2020, there was a single LTI reported and bearing in mind the need to maintain a more stringent overview of our HSE
performance, we enhanced our HSE indicators with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Manhours Worked : 2,564,708 hours
No. of Fatalities : 0
No. of Restricted Work Cases : 0
No. of Occupational Health Cases : 0
LTI Frequency : 0.39
Total Reportable Cases (TRC) Frequency : 0.39
No. of Fire Incidents : 0
No. of Oil/Chemical Spillage (LOPC) : 0
No. of Equipment/Property Damage : 4
HSE Legal Non-Compliance : 0
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RESPONDING TO COVID-19 HSE RISKS
At Uzma, we believe that the workplace health and safety is of paramount importance, not just to safeguard our workers’ interests,
but also to ensure the continuity and sustainability of our business operations. We take our responsibilities in this sphere seriously and
have implemented processes to manage the prevention of work-related injuries, incidents and diseases. Since the COVID-19 virus was
first reported by China in December 2019, the disease has spread rapidly worldwide to become a global pandemic and a public health
emergency which requires a swift response from all. The first case of COVID-19 in Malaysia was detected on 24 January 2020 and on
11 March 2020, the World Health Organisation (“WHO”) declared the outbreak as a pandemic. Uzma has been closely monitoring the
effects of the COVID-19 outbreak on all our employees located at our offices, yards and offshore platforms, along with our clients,
partners and others involved in various aspects of our business operations.
In order to minimise the health risks of COVID-19, Uzma has implemented a number of safeguards that are in strict compliance with
guidance issued by the Malaysian Government and health authorities. The following form the action plan that Uzma has implemented
in relation to COVID-19:
1. Instituted the Uzma COVID-19 Business Continuity Plan (“BCP”) Committee, led by the Chief People Officer that oversaw
the implementation of Uzma’s COVID-19 Guidelines and Preventive Measures.
2. Carried out daily temperature checks for all staff and visitors to Uzma Tower and our facilities such as yards in Labuan and
Kemaman, and uzmALAB.
3. Made it mandatory for all employees to complete a self-declaration form detailing their current health, recent travel history,
interactions with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 cases, and recent attendance of mass gatherings. This is done on a daily
basis and taking it one step further, the HSE Dept also implemented QR codes that are valid for only one day and generated
upon the completion of the form.
4. Adapted working hour arrangements to enable different groups of staff to work in various locations in the office, at home,
or even on an alternate schedule.
5. Rearranged seating arrangements at Uzma Tower and base offices to ensure physical distancing, with at least one metre
spacing between each employee, and leaving some tables empty to facilitate this.
6. Putting up social distancing markers everywhere including at passenger lifts, prayer rooms and the lobby area.
7. Encouraged and facilitated online meetings using Microsoft Teams and Skype.
8. Provided face masks and hand sanitizers at all locations.
9. Established a quarantine or transit center before mobilising crew offshore. All personnel were put under quarantine, with
daily health checks conducted by medical health professionals 14 days before approval was given to staff to move offshore.
10. Developed Social Distancing Procedures for the Pulai Alpha Project which was subsequently rolled out to all other projects.
11. Online posts on the Group’s social media platform, Yammer, to share information on COVID-19 to raise awareness amongst
staff.
12. Put up posters at strategic locations within the office to remind employees of the following SOPs:
a. Employees must wear masks before they leave the floor and enter the lifts.
b. Only four people are allowed in the lifts at a time to maintain social distancing.
c. Washing hands for at least 20 seconds.
d. Practice good hygiene when coughing or sneezing.
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OUR PEOPLE
As an organisation focused on being an employer of choice, we are passionate about doing our level best to ensure the welfare of all
Uzmarians through a diverse spectrum of people-centred initiatives that are designed to establish a high performance driven working
culture and supportive work environment within the Group.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
The first Employee Engagement Survey were conducted in FY2019, between November to December 2018 with the result score
of 54% compared to the Energy Industry Average of 62%. Following up with the survey, a “Pulse Check” survey was conducted in
June 2020 to gauge the employee perception on engagements in the last 12 months before the next Employee Engagement Survey
scheduled for FY2021. The survey response on improvement in overall engagement was at 77% denoting a shows positive impact on
all engagement initiatives that had been rolled out in FY2020.

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION AWARD – UZMAGRIT
The uzmaGRIT is a Group-wide recognition and rewards programme that was conceptualised by the Employee Recognition
Working Group, with employees from various product and service lines, locations and employment levels nominated to be part of
the programme. The programme is inspired by the word “Grit” which is defined as a personality trait possessed by individuals who
demonstrate commitment, passion and perseverance toward success. At the same time, it is also an acronym for “Group Recognition
for Individuals and Teams”.
In line with uzmaGRIT’s objective to encourage the repetition of positive behaviours and to further embed the uzmaWAY culture, six
core behaviours have been identified as instrumental to propel Uzma forward form the core of the programme.

In FY2020, 31 individuals and 10 teams throughout the Group were awarded uzmaGRIT recognition for the commitment, passion and
perseverance they demonstrated towards their job.

EMPLOYEE DIVERSITY
We believe in having a diverse workforce, forming the human capital backbone of our organisational efforts towards sustained and
resilient business performance. We draw from the different perspectives and insights of all our employees, to continuously improve
our outcomes, and drive through new and innovative products and services for our customers.
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OUR EMPLOYEE BASE

MANPOWER STRENGTH

TOTAL

GENDER

TOTAL

969

FEMALE

332

PERMANENT

680

MALE

637

FIXED TERM CONTRACT

289

FULL TIME EMPLOYEE

GROUP TOTAL

969

178

NON-FULL TIME EMPLOYEE

GROUP TOTAL

AGE

1,147

TOTAL

RACE

TOTAL

20-30

307

MALAY

563

31-40

412

CHINESE

17

41-50

179

INDIAN

4

51-60

62

BUMIPUTERA SABAH & SARAWAK

162

61-70

9

OTHERS

223

GROUP TOTAL

NATIONALITY

969

GROUP TOTAL

969

TOTAL

GROUP ATTRITION RATE

MALAYSIAN

744

THAILAND

183

11.9%

INDONESIA

28

UNITED KINGDOM

4

NEW RECRUITMENTS IN FY2020

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

3

PHILIPPINES

3

284 NEW HIRES

COLOMBIA

1

AFGHANISTAN

1

VENEZUELA

1

NETHERLANDS

1

GROUP TOTAL

969
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EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The working talent base is an important part of an organisation and there is no doubt that our employees have been and will always
remain Uzma’s most important asset. We believe in continuously motivating and developing our talent base and are inspired to
establish a highly performance driven work environment where people with a passion for excellence can thrive. With that in mind, the
People Division designed a new performance management system, known as the Personal Performance Appraisal (“PPA”) System in
FY2020 within the Group to focus on the following:
i.

To drive ownership and accountability throughout the organisation in delivering results;

ii. Measure individual performance objectively based on the agreed goals and KPIs as per the company’s objectives;
iii. The need for our line managers to step-up in the area of people engagement and execution;
iv. Identify, reward and retain top performers, while at the same time objectively managing the underperforming employees; and
v. Better clarifed and simplified process for every level of employee.
The new PPA system has enhanced our employee engagement and supervisor-subordinate relationships. Throughout the PPA cycle,
there are many opportunities for performance discussions, open feedback and coaching to achieve better business results. With the
new system in place, we are in a strong position to manage and build our talent in a more strategic manner by developing them and
enabling our leaders to identify high performers and potential successors to take on the mantle of future leadership in the organisation.
The annual PPA results are also used as the basis of the company annual rewards exercise. Annual salary, increments, promotions
and other incentives including annual performance bonus, if decided by the company, shall be based on the employee individual PPA
rating from the previous financial year results.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
We have in place a comprehensive training and development programme to upskill and develop the capabilities of our people. Our
purpose built learning process is based on the Group’s Talent Value Development Framework focused on the following five pillars:
i. Attract high potential talent to the company – To attract credible individuals to join the organisation to attain high technical
and professional performance in line with the identified business goals
ii. Embrace our values and develop their competencies – To inculcate our values and build our people’s skills,
competencies and knowledge to establish our internal capability to be competitive in the industry, domestically
and across the region
iii. Identification and development of the talent pool – To identify the high potential talent and turn them into valuable assets for
the organisation
iv. Retain high profile talents – Putting our best effort to value and retain the high-performance personnel within the organisation
v. Nurturing a strategic and leadership mindset – To raise the value and equip our existing and potential leaders with
transformational leadership skills to enable continuous growth
As part of our efforts to support Uzma’s COVID-19 BCP, we moved our training and development programme into the online space
with our Online Learning Series. This ensured continuity of training and development throughout the MCO period in line with social
distancing guidelines and requirements. At the same time, the Online Learning Series encouraged our employees to continue with
their efforts to develop themselves.
The following comprise the online learning topics we provided for our people:
1. Time Management Work From Home
2. Finding Your Productive Mindset
3. Managing Stress for Positive Change
4. Building Resilience
5. Leading at a Distance
6. Managing Virtual Teams
7. Executive Presence on Video Conference Calls
8. Mindfulness Practices
9. Powerless to Powerful: Taking Control
10. Effective Listening
11. Influencing Others
12. Being an Effective Team Member
13. Developing Your Emotional intelligence
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In FY2020, a total of 562 employees participated in our training and development programmes. We logged a total of 2182 training
days, amounting to an average of 2.25 training man days. Uzma invested a total of RM1.1 million on training and development during
the financial year covering both technical and non-technical programmes within various aspects of our business.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT AT UZMA IN FY2020
Technical
Training

NonTechnical
Training

Group Total
Trainings

Total Training
Expenditure

Total Training
Days

Average
Headcount

Training Man Days

O&G Business

459

48

507

RM1.0 million

1,902.56

878

2.17

Non-O&G Business

26

29

55

RM0.1 million

279.50

91

3.07

485

77

562

RM1.1 million

2,182.06

969

2.25

GROUP TOTAL

BUILDING A ROBUST LEADERSHIP PIPELINE
A new training programme we rolled out in FY2020 which focused on enhancing leadership capabilities and ensuring a robust
Succession Plan was the “Leaders on Board” Training Programme. This was conducted for the Management Committee and Head of
Departments. The programme comprised of training on the corporate performance monitoring process, leadership competency and
financial literacy.
The purpose of the “Leaders on Board” Training Programe is to provide our leaders with the right structural support and equip them
with the right competencies to deliver and perform at the levels expected of them. The programme intends to set our leaders for
success by:
• Ensuring that they are clear on their accountabilities, roles and responsibilities in the full deployment of the new
organisational structure
• Ensuring that they are clear on the expected goals to achieve for FY2020
• Providing them with a framework to assess and develop their leadership competencies through the deployment of the
Uzma Leadership Competencies Model
• Enabling them with critical leadership capabilities that they can utilise immediately, with an initial focus on “productive
conversation” and “financial literacy”
• Empowering them to improve their teams’ engagement level through the execution of Economic, Environmental and
Social sustainability measures and the deployment of uzmaGRIT

ANTI-CORRUPTION TRAINING
A highlight of our training and development programme in FY2020 was enhancing Uzma’s anti-bribery and anti-corruption measures,
in line with amendments made in the new Section 17A of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (Amendment) Act 2018 with
regards to corporate liability for acts of bribery and corruption conducted by individuals working for an organisation. We published our
Whistleblowing Policy and Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy on the company website for our employees and all our stakeholders’
easy access. These anti-bribery policies and procedures were developed based on guidelines and principles released by the Ministerial
Guideline and paragraph 15.29 of the Main Market Listing Requirements in relation to anti-bribery.
Following this, we then conducted training to enhance the knowledge and awareness of our employees, to ensure that all Uzmarians
would conduct their job with the highest standards of integrity and ethics. The training comprised the following elements:
• Bribery risk assessment approach and methodology adopted by the Group for the purpose of identifying, analysing,
assessing and prioritising both internal and external risks of bribery within the Group’s operations
• A non-exhaustive list of common bribery risk areas which may be considered during the bribery risk assessment exercise
• Sample templates of risk profiles and risk registers that can be adopted by Uzma for the purpose of documenting the
bribery risk assessment process
In addition to the training provided, all Uzmarians were briefed on the Anti-Bribery and Whistleblowing Policy at the Mini Town Hall in
FY2020. We also published an internal Policy on Donation and Sponsorship to guide our people on ethical practices when conducting
these corporate activities.
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INTERNSHIPS
We have in place an internship programme to provide students from local higher education institutions with the foundational
background and knowledge that they need to gain further insight into the working world, and job expectations that companies may
have of fresh graduates. In FY2020, we brought on board five interns from local public and private universities.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND COMPENSATION
Uzma has in place a comprehensive range of employee benefits which are aimed at attracting high performing talent. In FY2020, we
offered a host of benefits and compensation to our employees. These encompass a spectrum of medical and insurance coverage for
their healthcare needs, as well as providing a range of company leave to promote work life balance, such as annual leave, marriage
leave, maternity and paternity leave and compassionate leave.
As well as that, we also provide our staff with a range of fixed allowances relating to transportation, telecommunication, project and
offshore-based expenses. In addition, we also provide a skills allowance, an acting allowance for employees that take on a larger role
than their ordinary job function, and a vacation allowance.
To contribute to the social welfare of our people, we have allowances that provide for their personal needs, name marriage gifts,
newborn gifts, bereavement funds and calamity assistance. In line with encouraging our talent base to continuously upskill themselves,
we provide them an allowance for professional association membership. For employees who are required to travel in the course of
conducting their duties, we have in place mileage claims, toll and parking claims, and meal allowances.

GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
Uzma’s Grievance Procedure provides all our employees with the mechanism to bring forward any reasonable grievances at the
workplace. For the most part, issues or problems raised are resolved via informal discussions within the department with the immediate
supervisor or Head of Department. In more complex situations, there is a formal dispute resolution mechanism which is stage gated to
allow for the involvement of all parties, namely the employee in question, the supervisor(s), as well as representatives from the People
Division and Management. In FY2020, no employee grievances were recorded.

OUR VENDORS
We remain committed to seeing through our vendor development programmes to support and develop our vendors’ capabilities.
Our experience through the years have underlined the fact that the use of local suppliers and Bumiputera vendors contributes to the
sustainable socioeconomic development of the nation. In particular, providing vendors with opportunities through our request for
quotations or proposals to local companies and subsequently purchasing from them after evaluations are conducted demonstrates
Uzma’s commitment to invest in community development, by supporting local businesses and by extension, their employees.
These result in benefits to the greater community as it helps local businesses sustain their activities, especially through difficult and
challenging economic times.
Additionally, the specialised local knowledge that local suppliers are privy to and have knowledge of means that they are well positioned
to adapt their business products and services to cater to local preferences and needs. The use of local vendors and suppliers also
shorten supply chains, leading to greater certainty and better predictability in terms of deliveries, especially for companies working on
a Just-in-Time (“JIT”) basis. As well as that, delivery costs are substantially lower.
At Uzma, we conduct the following vendor development programmes to support our base of vendors:
• Vendor Development Programme sanctioned by the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of International Trade and Industry to
groom Bumiputera vendors. As at end FY2020, we have assisted three Bumiputera SMEs through this programme.
• Uzma’s Innovative Partners Programme (“uzmaIPP”) which provides vendors with relevant training that enhances their
capabilities. Additionally, we also assist our vendors with their business financial needs by providing them a business guarantee
based on the identified criteria. Furthermore, we co-develop technology and innovative new solutions with our vendors through
this programme. As at end FY2020, a total of two vendors have participated in this programme, and three Intellectual Property
Patents have been registered.
• Since August 2018, Uzma has been a part of PETRONAS’ VDPx programme, which aims to strengthen the capabilities of players
in the local O&G sector. We have shared all of the information and knowledge garnered from participating in this programme
with our own base of vendors and suppliers in our efforts to contribute towards a robust local O&G sector.
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PROTECTING LOCAL VENDORS AND SUPPLIERS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, many businesses suffered disruptions in their operations, and a drastic drop in demand for
their products and services. This led to many local SMEs sustaining losses and suffering from cash flow difficulties which led to either
the closure of businesses or the implementation of austerity measures such as salary cuts to ensure their long term sustainability.
At Uzma, we noted that procurement orders were inevitably delayed or in some cases cancelled due to the impacts of COVID-19.
There was also the greater possibility of contracts being delayed or terminated due to force majeure situations. In light of these
circumstances, Uzma adapted our procurement practices to overcome the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic as follows:
• Evaluating the vendors reliability by determining their source of supplies
The disruption of global and local supply chains as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic left many businesses in a position where
they were not able to deliver on contracts made prior to the pandemic. We frequently communicated with our suppliers and
vendors to evaluate the impacts of any disruptions, and how it affected their financial position. These discussions also centred
on proactively finding solutions, such as how they could still support Uzma’s operations supply and logistics throughout the
duration of the pandemic.
• Building strong relationships with vendors, and making the right decision to award based on techno-commercial criteria
and not solely based on the lowest price quoted
We placed greater priority on vendors that had built and developed long-term relationships of trust with the Group, to support
each other through mutually beneficial arrangements that would help both parties weather the impacts of the pandemic.
• Prioritising leadership as a critical factor for continued success
We supported vendors that demonstrated strong leadership in the face of crisis, to help them maintain their business activities
and operations.

OUR CUSTOMERS
We sustained our comprehensive customer relationships management process across all of our subsidiaries, divisions and departments,
and tailored our customer service surveys according to the category of services delivered and our clients’ expectations. Our approach
has ensured a high quality of customer service, in line with our aim to deliver consistent service of excellent quality which our clients
can rely on.
Our customer service dashboard features a range of tools such as Service Quality Meetings (“SQMs”), internal checkpoints and selfassessments. We conduct SQMs with our clients on a regular basis with the intent of reviewing key deliverables and performance. Our
SQMs are conducted on a periodical basis, as dictated by project requirements. We use these meetings to review critical project items
and factors such as HSE performance, KPIs, operational performance and the incorporation of new technology.
Uzma’s customer focused programmes can be denoted within the following broad categories:
• Project Self-Assessment (“uzmaPSA”) – conducting self-assessments utilising criteria from our customers’ point of view, based
on a scale of one to four stars, with one star being the weakest and four stars representing excellence;
• Customer Delivery Survey (“CDS”) – annual or semi-annual surveys sent to our customer to gauge their satisfaction of our
services and overall quality;
• Service Quality Meeting (“SQMs”) – regular face-to-face engagements with customers to discuss QHSE and operational
performance for pro-active actions; and
• Customer Ratings – programme by our customers where they engage with us and give ratings for our performance.
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CONTINUING TO MEET OUR CUSTOMERS’ EXPECTATION
Our sustained efforts to uphold the highest levels of customer service coupled with our strong commitment to upholding an excellent
HSE culture in all of our projects have received acknowledgment and validation from our clients. The following lists all the awards
Uzma received in FY2020.

Segments

Recognition / Award

Production
Solutions and
Well Solutions

Focused Recognition

Awarding Client
/ Date
PCSB-SKA in November 2019

• Contributed 2000 barrels of oil per day (bopd) gain compared to the
planned 500 bopd
• Great teamwork and excellent communications at the BA-20 and
BA-22 Baram fields
Focused Recognition:

PCSB-SKA in November 2019

• WIF-D18 continuous water injection operation with good HSE practice
and compliance
• 1000 days LTI-free since operations commenced in June 2016
Focused Recognition:
• 1.2 million safe manhours and Zero LTI
• 100% preventive maintenance
• 93% healthy strings
• Total of 11.0 kilogramme barrel per day (kbd) annualised availability
gain for SKO production
Coil Tubing,
Desander and
Cementing

Focused Recognition

PCSB-SKA in January 2020

PCSB-SBA in July 2019

• Samarang-B53L and Alab-3L completed CTU campaign despite
several challenges
• Completed the entire job scope
• Completed campaign on time
Focused Recognition:

PCSB-PMA in September 2019

• Together with Geowell Sdn Bhd, PMA-Angsi B15-S received job
completion award on fishing of 3 hard packoff and first ever scale
milling safely done without any incident
• Contributed to PETRONAS’ savings on cost avoidance of RM20 million
for rig costs
SKO i-Care Award:

PCSB-SKA in November 2019

• Zero LTI and Zero related events for the period between 1 January
2019 till 30 October 2019
• Passionate and positive collaboration with PCSB on SKO Contractor
HSE Mentorship Programme
• Active participation by SVP management in SKO i-Care visit to
workboat
SBA Care Award:

PCSB-SBA on November 2019

• For the “Effective HSE Cultural Enhancement Programme
Implementation” category
• SVP conducted the Behavioural Based Safety Programme (“BBS”)
complemented by the New Hire Induction Programme
SKG Award:

PCSB-SKG on December 2019

• For outstanding dedication and unconditional commitment in
sustaining excellence in HSE Performance
• In achieving Sarawak Gas Aim Zero 1000 Days as at 27 April 2019
Specialty Chemical

SHELL Global KPI Scorecard

SHELL throughout 2019

• Gumusut contract scored 98%, 96% and 98% for Q1, Q2 and Q3 of
2019 respectively
Certificate of Appreciation
• “Workplace Accident Free Week (WAFEW)” 2019

4 Stars for Supplier Tracking Assessment Rating Report Card for 2018

Department of Occupational
Safety and Health, Ministry of
Human Resources on August
2019
PETRONAS and Partners
Collaboration towards
Excellence (PaCE) Secretariat
Group Procurement on
September 2019
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CONTINUING TO MEET OUR CUSTOMERS’ EXPECTATION (CONT’D)
Products
and Services
Specialty Chemical
(CONT’D)

Recognition / Award

Awarding Client
/ Date

Best HSE Practice Award 2019

Eastern Pacific Industrial
Corporation Berhad on
September 2019

Certificate of Appreciation:

Department of Occupational
Safety and Health, Ministry
of Human Resources on
October 2019

• For Systematic Occupational Health Enhancement Learning
Programme (“SoHELP”)
Certificate of Appreciation:
• For Anugerah Cemerlang Keselamatan dan Kesihatan Pekerjaan
Kebangsaan 2019

National Council for
Occupational Safety
and Health (NCOSH) on
November 2019

2019 EnQuest Recognition Award

EnQuest on November 2019

Focused Recognition

PCSB-PMA on February 2020

2020 Appreciation Award:

Citi Commercial Bank on
February 2020

• In recognition of 15 years as a CitiBank trusted financial partner

Ecolab/Champion X 100% Score in Goal Zero Element for HSE Achievement

100% score for all Goal
Zero elements for 6 months
(March, April, May, June, July
& Sept)

PCSB-PMA Focused Recognition Award Feb 2019

MECAS team committed in
ensuring continuous supply
of WIM chemical related
operation throughout 2019

OUR COMMUNITIES
We continued to deliver on our Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) commitments to communities living in the footprint of our
operations in our efforts to contribute to their socioeconomic development. In FY2020, we continued with our CSR contributions
even after the MCO was announced in our bid to support the front liners working hard to combat the spread of the pandemic as well
as the underprivileged communities severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Uzma spent close to RM0.1 million on our CSR
efforts during the financial year.
Prior to the imposition of the MCO, we conducted the following CSR engagements with the related community impacts in mind:
• Project : Sponsorship of Kejohanan Petanque Pendidikan Khas (Peringkat Negeri Kedah) at Sekolah Kebangsaan Padang Lumut
Date : 21 August 2019
Community Impact : Contributing to the development of students’ active and healthy lifestyles through sports sponsorships
• Project : Visit to old folks’ home, Pertubuhan Baitul Rahmah in Bandar Country Homes, Rawang
Date : 29 August 2019
Community Impact : Assisting and spreading cheer to our senior citizens in their golden years
• Project : Orchid Run and Ride 2019 at PETRONAS Twin Towers, KLCC
Date : 6 October 2019
Community Impact : Helping to raise funds for non-profit organisations that are contributing to the development of communities
throughout the country
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Post-imposition of the MCO, we conducted a number of CSR activities, to assist various communities as follows:
• Project : Food sponsorship to the community during the MCO via the Pertubuhan Sahabat Jariah
Date : 2 April 2020
Community Impact : Contributing to the daily sustenance of communities that had been severely impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic, as a result of job losses or reductions in income
• Project: Collaborated with ANSARA Malaysia to provide medical equipment and supplies to Malaysian Relief Agency (“MRA”)
Date: 9 April 2020
Community Impact: Contributing medical equipment and supplies to help hospitals, healthcare front liners and the needy to
mitigate the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in Malaysia
• Project : Meals for front liners at Hospital Serdang and Hospital Sungai Buloh
Date : 10 April 2020
Community Impact : Providing our support to the front liners risking their lives to treat the COVID-19 patients
• Project : Meals for the homeless in collaboration with the NGO Need to Feed the Need at Dewan Serbaguna Ampang Hilir
Date : 27 April 2020
Community Impact : Contributing to efforts to assist the homeless communities, who had been further displaced during the MCO
• Project : Breaking of fast meals for the homeless in collaboration with the NGO Need to Feed the Need at Dewan Serbaguna
Ampang Hilir
Date : 2 May 2020
Community Impact : Assisting the homeless communities, who had been further displaced during the MCO, to carry out their
religious duties during the month of Ramadhan, which coincided with the MCO period
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